
Doing Digital Transformation Right
A PAPER FROM HELLOFUTURE



defined
digital transformation is typically defined as applying 
new technologies to solve your business issues, 
primarily improving current processes.

yes, but…



more than technology
in our view, digital transformation is much more than 
merely implementing technology - it is looking at the 
effects of technology on not only your own sector but 
on anything and anyone, assessing the changes it’s 
making to your core customer desires, then realigning 
your business. 

technology is misaligning your current offering with 
your customers core desires



digital over transformation
normally, people overemphasize "digital" and 
underemphasize  "transformation" 

that’s usually because the digital part is easy, and 
humans are lazy

(just being honest!)



transformation over digital
directly applying digital transformation in your 
current space is not enough… 

you must take the long view, trending the signals 
created by both the technology itself and the effects 
of technology on your customers core desires

how has technology changed their core desires?

for example, let’s look at banking…



example: the future of banking
banks assume that in the future, people will still want 
to “bank” in the same way that they interact with 
banks today, just more digitally. 
so they focus innovation on moving current “banking” 
paradigms to mobile and apps.

do customers really care about this type of banking, 
or do they care more about the results of banking?



example: the future of banking
do they care about writing checks, withdrawing cash 
and saving money? no.

they care about having great experiences

banking, in the traditional sense, is a burden, no 
matter how you improve the experience



example: the future of banking
instead of streamlining “banking” as it is through 
digital, we need to dig deep into the customers “why” 
and move to a higher level of problem solving to get 
to their core desires.

once you’ve unearthed their core desires, you can 
then transform your business to align with them



customer core desires
customers have needs and wants.

having a home is a need, owning a car is a want, but
the act of making payments on either is neither

anything which is not a direct customer need or want 
is literally superfluous

we must address “owning a home” instead of “getting 
a mortgage”. define the desire in the customers 
terms, then fulfill it.



a revised definition…
aligning your business to address your core customer 
desires, then applying business models, methods and 
technology, going from corporate centricity to 
customer centricity and asking them the big 
question…

what are you trying to do?

…then go beyond it to build a truly transformative 
solution… for example…



example: next generation banking
unearth the core customer desires first:

owning a home, getting around, getting things & 
experiences, traveling and more

how can banks transform to address these core 
desires? 

by automatically & proactively fulfilling those desires, 
we redesign banking completely



banking: the next generation
banking offers, automatically & proactively:

◦ education, job search and career assistance

◦ pre-approved mortgages, home suggestions

◦ transportation methods aligning with their desires

◦ object delivery and access to new experiences when and 
where they are wanted

all paid for as seamlessly as uber or doordash



in conclusion
digital transformation is…

digital < transformation

1. determine your new customer core desires

2. transform your business to address them

3. then apply the digital



what will you transform into?
helloFUTURE helps you gain…

◦ a deep understanding of your customers core 
desires, and how they’ve been affected by 
technology

◦ alignment of your business with these new 
technologically flavored desires

◦ applying technology to enable this transformation


